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A Role-playing Experience built around the concept of ‘Grace’ Based on the Legend of Drizzt book
series About the Lands Between: The Lands Between are the mysterious lands between Feywild and
Eberron. They are a vast land of expansive forests and gigantic mountains. The setting was created
by the authors of Baldur's Gate, developers of the original Dungeons & Dragons game, as a place to
show off their world-building skills. It shares the same pseudo-medieval/fantasy setting with which

the renowned tabletop RPG was created, but it is a very different kind of setting. In the Lands
Between, there are fantastic creatures, giant monsters, and magic not possible in the feywild.

However, with the fall of the demon lord Nirn, races of dragonlike beings known as the Elden have
begun to emerge, both as people and creatures. They are reawakened after millennia of slumber,
and their existence and rise to power raises a great number of questions as to how they will affect
the lands and humanity. “ The Lands Between are a land as old as time, and when Nirn fell, so too
did an army of ancient and magical beings. They are slowly emerging from their long slumber now,

but even as they continue to wake, the lands are in a state of flux. They are not a place of peace, but
of conflict, and that is the case for the Heroes of the Lands Between.” Tarnished – Fourth Hero |

Highlights NEW: Unique AI to create an epic and dynamic fighting experience Add a new dimension
to the battle experience by adding a new AI system to your heroes. With an entirely new set of rules,
you'll have to plan your strategy in a more detailed manner. AI will be more aggressive and you can

exploit their weaknesses With this new AI, your actions will trigger differently. You will be able to
play a different game with your opponent. You can do what you want with your team to try to gain

an advantage over the other. You'll have to learn to think in a new way The AI of the heroes will
adapt to your strategy and tactics, so you have to think much more than ever before. It's not enough
to think about your move or your attack, you will also have to think about your enemies' movements

Features Key:
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Overview of the Edition Key
Each additional episode will be added for only 700 GCP

Experience the play story of the main scenario, as well as the story of the companion Younishia and
Algus

New challengers and enemies will be added
Walk among the game's world

Please pay attention to the following terms and conditions when purchasing the product. THE PUBLISHER
reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions and any changes will be effective immediately upon
announcement of such changes on the Website of the Publisher or in notice given to the Customer at any
time. Customers have a right to refund the amount of expenses incurred due to the use of Program Contents
within 30 days of the announcement of the amendment to the terms and conditions on the site or
communication to the Customer, as the case may be. The Customer agrees to be bound by the terms and
conditions contained in the above sentences, and agrees that he or she will not file any claims (refund claim,
etc.) against the Publisher until 30 days have passed since the announcement of the amendment or
communication to the Customer of the above conditions.

Overview of key features of “Elden Ring 100th Key”

Episodes Re-recorded
Episodes Thirty percent Re-recorded
Collectible Items Newly Added
The Completely New System Performs Online Play Battle

Add-on Products

An additional chapter of the Episode, additional Battle systems, and music.
A new item, branded weapon.
Episodes are stored separately from the base content, allowing you to access / manage them
separately. This also includes text data that is stored separately, allowing you to reuse the same text
data if the system is re-installed.

Episodes Comprise

Elden Ring 100th Key
“Elden Ring 50th Key”
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